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Rough first minute notes 

Mis-matching triggers : jail for severe mental illness 

without put downs, what are the signs of severe mental illness [think native American approach 

outside’s interactional play with state experiencer.]  i.e. more expanded:  client mentions client’s 

specific symptoms … what are they as heard.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5l5rDPrrUo&list=PLmwKJcLCkNeeHRy4CDOCYf-ftYUhjMV5C&index=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5l5rDPrrUo&list=PLmwKJcLCkNeeHRy4CDOCYf-ftYUhjMV5C&index=0
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Start-over; after brief look-over, 

Q: How old would you assume the client is. 

A: paradigms, parameters: the reason this may be especially important; because unless the image is a 

severely duplicitous digital image, the person and-or main character client here; character of course 

referencing the video as a stage setting; and I don’t mean especially staging to put the client in any 

unjust danger … in any case; despite when it might be that m.i. could start; or has for a specified client 

and or this one, do you propose that I am stating in the civilization of our time; five years ago, despite 

still the youthful stage; is too late to be just yet diagnosed; and so it almost places at a time vortex in 

real life combined with the reality of the stage of this video as setting. 

Five years ago or this approximate is too late, to the constant steady of our current period of civilization; 

so did this person live in actuality in a different time; where modern technology and diagnosis entered 

their time reflective of five years as compared to today’s roughly accurate here hemisphere date.  

Stand-out point: the work of actualized m.i. diagnosis and possibly other such coinciding knowledges; 

may cause a change in time access to the past and or future? Like the non-fiction (sci-fic) or also known 

as criminology 

Q: In our modern actualized culture, it has been mainstream knowledge in the m.i. field of work, that 

persecution of crime alongside an actualized experience, diagnosis [in both parameters individually] is 

non-cooperative and or illegal in a non-reformed variety for those doing the persecuting 

 

A: At approx. 1:48 in the video: “run-ins with the law” after “feeling off” caused the experience of “off” 

to turn into the actual diagnosis time of entry; “feeling off” when this is accorded by a m.i. diagnosis 

should not require “run-ins with the law” when we are fortunate we have this through competent 

militia; but otherwise not so much are we fortunate … and it seems almost anything can become of a 

client when … has “run-ins with the law” and so it might be important to consider …  

Spiritual tool preceptor: competent militia interactions are an actual useful religious interaction esp. 

for both parties; what defines [as in 5th grade] competent militia; and how so the latter; look above 

how what of crime [for example, crime accusations, false crime accusations, or the such] came around 

at the moment of m.i. diagnosis [time of entry] for this client/character; based on client’s personal 

observation [of internal to external] experience would require to ask the client; but the hint is the 

following: “run-ins with the law” perhaps caused back-in-moment or time, “feeling off”  

as stated above, depending on the type of “feeling off” including possible psychic premonitions 

informed by future changes with in this case for example “ … the law” and interactions with it; may be 

connected back-in-time even more-so with the actualization of the experience of m.i. In health  
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applications whenever one has “run-ins with the law” that aren’t caused: earned by one … are the 

motivations of any perpetrators to sick the such one; i.e. to cause the being: becoming, being: become,  

interacting non-caused: earned by itself with “… the law” thus way, a variety …  & or debilitating 

illness[es]. I believe we have a charge of causing m.i. with whoever was interacting with the client during 

“run-ins with the law” and also whoever was in the moment of criminology [perhaps cues] additionally 

causing these such “run-ins”  

[as a side note; it’s not coherently possible to have an actualized diagnosis meaning an actualized 

experience of m.i. and have perpetrated unjust crime upon another and or society at larger; so instead 

the arrest and-or time in prison better be componentized t o a pardon and or time away that the client 

felt they needed … otherwise there are additional criminal charges for the arresting-penalizing parties 

and those contributing to arresting-penalizing this client and other such people in such type of 

circumstance equivalents] 

A diagnosis of m.i. at such a time of entry; even if an actualized diagnosis in experience; … at such a time 

of entry is surely the result of perpetration of non-earned variety by the experiencer of m.i. and toward 

the experiencer by the perpetrators; so the perpetrators shall, and should be charged for the extent that 

m.i. of such diagnosis takes from; and then what actualized experience of it also takes from … in the past, 

present, and future … predictions of such future inculcations ; the experience of the diagnosis changed 

by such perpetrations 

 

theme: how does it feel like it’s supposed to feel 

theme music citation: possession sarah mclachlan  
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Q: [basic counseling integration] In a coherent state of empathy how could the client’s embarrassment 

be turned into a larger useful disguise tool of the pill bottle; the client might be able to disguise to how 

much; at least to the extent of carrying. In addition; what about slipping into the bathroom with the pill 

disguise bottle; to take the pill; effective this translates to combat cited: self-care maneuver. Mentioned 

the client’s interest in fashion; might be a cohesive and coherent way to disguise such a pill bottle; in 

mainstream knowledge the same type of pill disguise might be used for anybody taking pills, and or such 

of the prescription level.  And would be a sort of trust for the client[…s], person[…s] initiating such a 

thing. Noticed theme: will society will ever be at the cryogenic theme function; that low-level 

antipsychotics and such accord might be offered in the over-the: counter section.  

Other things to seriously consider; is how pressing it is that a client who experiences severe actualized 

m.i. may have to go through the process of embarrassment when taking that which medicine they need. 

It’s a sign of a severely low functioning society as an example for one; and provides low avenue  

therefore for functional integration of m.i. actualized experiential development. [Separating out to an 

actual functional portion of society during work-hours or whenever possible; may be one way to at least 

attempt functional integration [in portion]]. 

A: ? [I think , portions of provided right above.][Minutes down the video there is a prescription change 

answer, …] 

[t.b.c.] 


